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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 10/10/2006 :  23:03:51    

We all know dear Dusty was "short sighted" but does anyone know how much....20/?? Did she also have astigmatism? 

Any other details about her glasses, sunglasses, etc. Did she ever wear contacts (she told Dame Edna no). In here
everyday life did she wear glasses often? 

Okay, time to roll out those spectacles pics.

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

Laura
Administrator

United Kingdom
3075 Posts

Posted - 10/10/2006 :  23:04:29      

I believe Anni has some

Love, Laura xx

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  06:52:32      

Ive only got one of Dusty in glasses! Ahh!  But I've seen another one where she's sitting on a couch looking at a

piece of paper with someone...has someone got it? I think I must have it somewhere I'll try find it.
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Love Mads xxx

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  08:08:09    

l.a eyeworks named a frame they made after Dusty.

She mostly wore them when watching movies or TV, and really never cared for them....or, she'd sit on the floor but 3 feet from the TV.

Glasses, well, they'd hide her eyes...you see.

Birdie

http://www.myspace.com/birdiebreeze

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  08:30:04      

quote:

Glasses, well, they'd hide her eyes...you see.

Thats criminal! lol!

Love Mads xxx

Laura
Administrator

United Kingdom
3075 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  17:33:51      

Thanks for the pix Mads! Even though the glasses look SO out of date, she still looks adorable in them

Love, Laura xx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  17:37:50    

Hey wait a minute; i just got a pair of avaiator sunglasses....in part inspired by this pic of Dusty! I was told they were
back in style. 

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

Corinna
Forum Admin

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  18:24:54    

Bet you mean this one, Mads! It's Dusty with Douggie.
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Sweden
6080 Posts

Love, Corinna xx

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  20:30:05  

how do you all keep finding new photos? it's fantastic!  i'd never seen that last one before - she looks lovely; that

haircut is one of my favourites.

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 12/10/2006 :  00:04:33      

Thats the one Corinna! 

I think they're the same glasses and I think they're awesome!

Love Mads xxx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 04/11/2006 :  22:47:40    

Are they tinted? The look to be in the pic with Douggie but not the other one.

How about some pics of Dusty in sunglasses?

 Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 04/11/2006 :  22:54:14  

Here's one I took earlier....
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Cas still says she had a black eye!

Carole x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 04/11/2006 :  22:57:50    

Hmmmmmm....where have I seen that picture before? 
I like the size of this one!

 Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 04/11/2006 :  23:08:29  

Big isn't it  A lot of my pics have been looking fuzzy when I post them and I'm wondering if it's because I'm re-sizing

them. Anyway, I know it's the bigger the bettahhh for you Nancy

Carole x

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 04/11/2006 :  23:09:33    

When it comes to Dusty pics, that's my motto! 
She looks so pretty there; what a lovely smile!
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USA
14235 Posts

 Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 04/11/2006 :  23:28:07      

Woooot I love this photo! Thanks Carole!

Love,

Mads xxx

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted - 05/11/2006 :  03:52:44    

Mads I am sooo glad you actually get my sense of humour!

The other thing, is the temples would usually get broken and she'd simply hold them up to her face rather than fix or replace
them...she really really wasn't into them....and, it was the perfect excuse for her to not recognise people "Oh, I didn't see
you!" and just between you and me, it was a great way to get away with making faces at her from across the room....

Birdie

quote:

Originally posted by Mads

quote:

Glasses, well, they'd hide her eyes...you see.

Thats criminal! lol!

Love Mads xxx

http://www.myspace.com/birdiebreeze

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 06/11/2006 :  11:54:27  

When I knew Dusty in the early 70's, she wore those tinted aviator glasses - completely intact! And, she wore them a
lot. Blind as a bat! 

--------------
If at first you don't succeed, give up.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 06/11/2006 :  14:57:42    

What color were they tinted?

 Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 06/11/2006 :  15:52:18  

Oh, heavens, Nancy.... that was 34 years ago!!! If I think about it I'd say she had 2 pairs - one with a rosy tint and
the other pair were yellowish... but, hell, I could be confusing her with someone else.

Love,
R. Raccoon

--------------
If at first you don't succeed, give up.

Birdie Breeze Posted - 07/11/2006 :  19:59:03
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Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted  07/11/2006 :  19:59:03    

Those aviator glasses were a fashion and social statement. Very...urm...Billie Jean King - womens tennis curcuit....kinda like
pinky rings for guys...which later evolved into...that clone look...polo shirts! It's the only period where you can find a lot of
pictures of her, in glasses.

I drove around with her - at night - on the freeway and everything else, and she wasn't wearing any glasses at all....

That was exciting!

http://www.myspace.com/birdiebreeze

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 07/11/2006 :  22:01:46    

How about some more pics of Dusty in sunglasses?

 Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 08/11/2006 :  11:24:44  

Sorry, Nancy - don't have any.

However, Dusty was a bad enough driver with her glasses on - without them I'd probably had ended up like Jayne
Mansfield - smack dab into the back of an 18-wheeler.

Fortunately for all concerned, I did most of the driving and I didn't need glasses back then.

Love,
GRL

--------------
Life is like a box of chocolates.... you can eat yourself into Insulin Shock and still never find the Raspberry Jelly-filled
one!!!

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted - 08/11/2006 :  20:43:39    

She didn't even have a drivers license in 1983 - but - one day, she got one and I offered to teach her to drive my stick, Rover
TC2000, but she refused "Oh no...I'll destroy the transmission, but thanks!". I did all of the driving - and a lot of it....until 1987,
when she was given a station wagon for awhile...then, she was driving...and at one point, picked up a dog that had been
hit by a car on the freeway with it. 

The sunglass pixs are the best!

The only time I distinctly remember seeing her on TV, when I could tell she couldn't see - was when she was on The Jools
Holland Show.

It could be that her eyes got better with age though - in your 40's they can start going bad - the opposite way, so, they can
improve..

Whatever the case, she was functional without them in the 80's.

We drove far, on the freeways, everything - night...but, I remember co-piloting and asking "are you *sure* you don't want
me to drive???" but she was determined....in fact, what she REALLY wanted was her own RV to drive around....so...the
station wagon was practice!

She did a perfect job. 

Go figure.

I imagine being sober helped a great deal.

Also, in the early 70's - she was still new to driving in america, and by the 80's she was use to it....so...that no doubt had an
effect.

Birdie

http://www.myspace.com/birdiebreeze
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Edited by - Birdie Breeze on 09/11/2006 19:17:18

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 09/11/2006 :  20:06:44    

Are there any more *photographs* of Dusty in glasses or sunglasses?

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 09/11/2006 :  22:51:06  

yep, here's a couple 

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  02:51:01    

Thanks so much, Sophie!

Bless our Dusty!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  02:59:52    

Omg is that Dusty?  No way!!

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  03:23:24    

WAY !!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away
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Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  17:56:36  

i just noticed, i didn't screencap the second pic very well  you can see The Lana Sisters pic blending into it!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  19:01:32    

That is kinda spooky!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  15:02:21  

These are probably in fashion again now

Carole x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  15:22:09    

Glamorous! Thanks. 

Did Dusty start that whole fashion look of flowers in the back of the hair? 
I think she did with the ribbon style, right?
I think I remember her saying she would look out into a RSG crowd and see these mirrors of herself looking back at her.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  16:21:09      

That's a great photo , Thanks! 
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Matt.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 20/01/2007 :  19:05:13      

Does any-one have the three pictures of Dust, Norma and VW? I think it's from about 1967 taken in one of them little
photo booths. Dust is wearing sunglasses.

Matt.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 20/01/2007 :  19:53:25      

I got it!
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4270 Posts

Matt.

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 27/01/2007 :  15:15:17    

GREAT TO SEE MATT...THOSE BOOTHS ARE IN CCOLOR NOW
MARY

I only think of the day I Met Dusty and MY pains go away.IT's Great!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 27/01/2007 :  15:58:28    

I kinda think those booth pics are better in B/W though. Maybe I'm just nostalgic.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Mads
Where am I going?

Posted - 28/01/2007 :  00:46:59      

Oh you can do B&W too!
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Australia
3323 Posts

Love&&more love

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 28/01/2007 :  18:32:46  

I found this very small pic of Dusty and spex

Casx

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 28/01/2007 :  18:33:24      

from '69? - Thanks! 

Matt.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 28/01/2007 :  19:29:32    

Cool! I don't think I've seen those specs before!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 28/01/2007 :  20:11:08  

that's a new pic for me too Cas..thanks
paula x

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 29/01/2007 :  06:34:55      

So haha that must be the 60's equivalent of FMB's!!

Thanks for the pic - Dusty looks cute as 

Love&&more love

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 29/01/2007 :  09:03:53    

Great photo Cas :) Nice boots Dusty :o

renge36
I start counting

Posted - 29/01/2007 :  17:57:58  

Great shots, but all of these look like sunglasses to me, no?
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89 Posts
Renge 36

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 29/01/2007 :  19:48:24    

My guess is that many or most of these were prescription (sun)glasses, however.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Teda
Little by little

USA
384 Posts

Posted - 31/01/2007 :  07:44:42  

They were prescription. When we were driving she put them on and they kept falling off because she only had one arm.
Made me nervous. Teda xx

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 31/01/2007 :  08:15:20      

Haha it would make me nervous too!!

Oh and remember she got in trouble for wearing dark glasses at night....now we know why!!!

Love&&more love

renge36
I start counting

89 Posts

Posted - 31/01/2007 :  17:25:49  

Where was the other arm? ohh..you mean the glasses only had one arm.. lol

Did Dusty ever drive on the left side of the road accidently in the states
going back to her Brit days? 

Renge

Teda
Little by little

USA
384 Posts

Posted - 01/02/2007 :  02:14:57  

Funny Renge. Teda x
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